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Abstract Since the early 1990s, an 
increasing number of festivities in 
the Czech Republic can be observed, 
constructed after a historical form of the 
rural carnival (“masopust”). They reveal 
the needs and intentions of contemporary 
urban society, which manipulates 
elements of the carnival in the context of 
contemporary activities. We focus on the 
way the structural units of the festivity 
are selected and appropriated by people 
within the construction of its contemporary 
form. The ethnomusicological and 
ethnochoreological approach enables 
us to refl ect the cognitive process of 
the participants who makes visible their 
personal as well as collective experience of 
the festivity and provides us information 
about social relationships, culture and 
collective memory produced together with 
images of the time. The qualitative fi eld 
research took place in several districts 
of Prague and its suburbs, based on 
relationships between place and interests.
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The celebration of masopust, the time of carnivals in the Czech lands which his-
torically ended on Ash Wednesday, is without question among the oldest con-
tinuous holiday feasts here and, in terms of cultural memory, also the longest 
transmitted; a festival inextricably linked to contemporary notions of a colle-
ctive event. One could not fail to notice how since the early 1990s the number 
of masopust celebrations in the Czech Republic has mushroomed, especially 
in urban and suburban areas, raising the question of what, in a time of such 
an unprecedented wide range of cultural activities and diversity of opinion 
democratizing society, could be the impetus for such a remarkable surge of 
interest in this phenomenon, still traditionally transmitted and continuous-
ly innovated phenomenon. The reality that man is a homo festivans,1 as the 
process of integrating human beings into defi ned social frameworks of enter-
tainment has concisely and metaphorically been called, as well as the eternal 
order and submission to authority, many have and will address; however, we 
will examine why now, where, and for whom the celebration of masopust con-
stitutes an unbroken or rather rediscovered need for social communication. 
As an historical phenomenon bound for centuries with the existence of tradi-
tional societies, this celebration with its ritualized expressions is at the same 
time a component or refl ection of the needs and expectations of today’s society, 
which, with its elements are handled in the context of current events. Our inte-
rest is focussed on the selection process of structural units of masopust2 fes-
tivities and their appropriation when constructing its present forms, steered 
by the intentions of concrete individuals. An ethnomusicological and ethno-
choreological approach allows insight into the cognitive dimension of actors 
who, through dance and musical repertoire, visualize an image of their own, 
and hence the collective experience of moments of celebration in opposition 
to everyday reality. This image also provides information on social ties, and 
cultural and collective memory, lived in accordance with contemporary ima-
gination. The fi eld for the implementation of qualitative research has become 
the environment of selected urban and suburban districts of Prague and its 
surroundings with regard to social cohesion through the awareness of belon-
ging to a place and having common interests. The selection and gradual incre-
ase of localities was done through the so-called snowball method, thus expan-
ding the radius of the research fi eld based on gradually forming referential 
structures. The probe into the process came into being and further profi ling 
of local festivities was observed – open and inclusive, connected with its own 

1 Josef Válka (2000) used this notion as the title for his text at the symposium Festivities 
and Amusements in Courtyards and Towns of the Early Modern Period; for the 
characteristic medieval townsman, through the year in a series of festivities and getting 
down to work in short break between the holidays, see Tomáš Borovský (2014).

2 To be clear, we do not mean the whole of the carnival (masopust) season, lasting from Epiphany to 
Ash Wednesday, but the fi nal phase of the so-called relics and the conclusion of masopust, which is 
due to its performative elements of interest to both period representations as well as later studies.
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refl exivity and discussions with ordinary participants, but also with the ini-
tiators and leading personalities of festivities.

The research has been carried out continuously since 2012, when the 
Břevnov masopust was fi rst observed, and gradually more locations were added 
– since 2013, the masopust in Roztoky; and from 2016, those in Prague’s Letná 
district and in Buštěhrad, near Prague. Given that the research is ongoing, 
this study will contribute to the defi nition of the subject of inquiry and serve 
as an introduction into contemporary studies of the phenomenon by deve-
loping its paradigm aided by a variety of approaches of cultural history and 
socio-cultural anthropology. Through auto-ethnography also examined will 
be the process of constructing an object of ongoing study for active coopera-
tion of ethnomusicologists and ethnochoreologists within the framework of 
jointly conducted research.

Phenomenon of masopust celebrations from the 
perspective of interdisciplinary studies

Given that masopust or carnival has become a frequent topic of various dis-
ciplines, it is worth pausing to look at what approach to the study of the men-
tioned phenomenon some disciplines take and what their joint benefi ts can 
be during the generating of key elements of its structure. It is understandable 
that for understanding the similarities of contemporary forms of celebration 
of masopust it is also important to understand the importance of the historical 
forms of this holiday. The topic of masopust as part of the study of festivals per-
ceives and refl ects, in particular, cultural history. Historians in the framework 
of Medieval Studies have classifi ed masopust into a system of regularly recu-
rring festivals, ceremonies and rituals (Nodl - Šmahel 2014; Borovský 2014), 
in the historiography of Early Modern history, particular attention has been 
paid to this in the context of urban culture (Dülmen 2006). As a profane, bur-
lesque and comical feast, arising from the amusement of clerics, it was apt-
ly characterized by the French historian Jacques Heers (2006: 156), who also 
points out the infl uence of aristocratic culture in the form of princely tourna-
ments during celebrations of knighthood, wherein he discovered diverse the-
mese such as a travelling ship of fools, oriental elements or Turkish motifs of 
conquest, grotesque masks with animal heads, etc. According to him, the car-
nival also ties together burlesque and satirical games, inspired by the shortco-
mings and failures of society, held by cities or comedic troupes. Carnival in the 
city thus “became a selection of spectacle provided by the street, but arranged 
by the aristocracy. Those who can, play, march, dance and sing and hope to 
push through the crowd to gain recognition.” (Heers 2006: 189) It underscores 
also the importance of processions associated with people’s “need to show off 
in front of the neighbours, count their numbers, and measure how strong the 
various bonds of solidarity are. [Carnival] processions are clear and visible 
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evidence of the group’s the size and cohesion. Processions show numbers and 
wealth; the processions and games were an opportunity to display wealth, let 
everyone show their power and social prestige.” (ibid .: 141)

Period of celebrating masopust or carnival is also seen (Bakhtin 2007; 
Burke 2005; Muir 2005) as part of the so-called Culture of Popular Laughter 
with its grotesque realism and own logic, which features a world of tempora-
ry chaos, the reversal of roles and status, as well as food, sex and violence; 
a sort of upside down world offering a liminal state of being, so as to retur-
ned to the solid structure of the social order. The carnival provides an alter-
native to the normal world, allowing people to organize themselves according 
to their “own conceptions”, underlines the victory of the fool over the wise 
man, whereas madness is perceived as a stigma, whereby God has marked 
man, who follows different rules than reasonable people (Heers 2006: 113). 
This inversion of values celebrates the lunatic and puts him in a prominent 
place – often as children, because they just are as defenceless and innocent. 
As an accentuation of masculinity characterizes the English historian Edward 
Muir (2005: 112), on the contrary, the rituals of violence, i.e. public displays 
of aggression, which are shrouded in ritual forms of ceremonial matches or 
sports. These rituals of violence, in the same way regularly repeat annually the 
“world upside down”, offer a soft of sublimation of aggression, disagreement 
or rebukes to existing social norms and against each other, and are control-
led by the venting of couples in fake clashes and duels, through satire, crudi-
ty, mutual invective and obscenities mostly permitted within a defi ned peri-
od. It allows however also the ritual slaughter of animals or condemnation 
and the symbolic execution of a sordid element, cleansing the society of evil, 
and the smashing or ransacking of old values and establishment of a new and 
better order. Death is replaced by life, and its pulse gets its own rules again, 
exactly until the period when the old rules are destroyed and new ones cre-
ated. The elements of annihilation and purity as replacing the old with the 
new, the corrupt with the genuine, here have symbolic power, which gives 
man the strength and hope to survive.

Muir (2005: 101–103) also suggests that the carnival has created a kind of 
archetypal form, which can be measured also in other kinds of similar cele-
brations. The components of carnival therefore also can be found in other 
holidays of the calendar year, for example, in candlelit celebrations, holidays 
around the erecting of May Poles or the burning of Midsummer bonfi res in 
the form of erotic displays, excess of food and drink, or in the form of mad-
ness as a symbol of simplicity and innocence in contrast to depravity. To this, 
he adds: “Carnival is an opportunity for social gatherings and through ritual 
vocabulary facilitates the communication of ideas. To understand them, it is 
necessary to have knowledge of festivities. Ritual language allows you to cre-
ate a liminal time and space for alternative ideas and space and the possibi-
lity to turn the ordinary common values upside down.”(ibid.: 103)
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Elements of violence within the celebration of masopust are perceived by 
anthropologists as comprising rituals of social protest (Gluckman 1963; Turner, 
2004). Expressions of protest against the social order, however, can be inter-
preted as activities that serve to maintain this order, i.e. the breaking of com-
mon taboos and restrictions markedly serve to strengthen them. Whilst these 
activities may seem to be an open protest against the social order, in reality, they 
preserve and even strengthen the established order. Max Gluckman (1963: 43) 
even claims that in situations where social order is subjected to serious criticism, 
these “rituals of protest” do not occur. Victor Turner (2004: 115) argues that ritu-
als of reversed roles or status provide an “ecstatic experience”, a reinforced sen-
se of community followed by a sober return to the normal social structure. “The 
elevation of the disenfranchised and the humiliation of the powerful confi rms 
the hierarchical principle.” This concept brings to the fore the social function of 
carnival celebrations, whether the participants are aware of it or not.

In Czech ethnological literature, we continuously encounter the the-
me of masopust from the 19th century on – from the descriptive material 
contributions,3  and through ethnological conceived study, which traces the 
celebration as part of traditional customs or customary traditions4  and of 
value especially are research fi ndings after World War II, when the number 
of carnivals celebrated rose especially in rural areas. They note the social 
functions of customs and their transformations (Tomeš 1977; Frolec – Tomeš 
1979), and masopust is sorted into cultural activities, to which apply signs of 
festiveness, unusualness, and its importance within the common experien-
ce, based on mutual interaction, in its effect on the formation of an emotio-
nal relationship to the locality entering its history as part of the consciousne-
ss of local cultural traditions (Kadeřábková 1991: 49).

The contemporary anthropological view of carnival festivities has moved 
its study into the area of cultural studies (Karlová 2013), which examines the 
meaning and signifi cance of these holidays. They base their reasoning on qua-
litative research data and offer an interpretation of the phenomenon not only 
within its local connotations but also in the wider theoretical context. They take 
into account the theme of identity and integration along with issues related to 
the formation of social status within the framework of the local community 
(Stavělová 2005; 2006; 2008). Ethnomusicological studies examine the role of 
music within the cultural patterns of carnival (Kratochvíl – Tyllner 2007).

It therefore may appear that the phenomenon is being adequately wor-
ked on from many angles, and that there is no sense in examining it further. 
Previous work, however, has tended to concern local traditions before modern 
times which are continuously held, and being innovated or revitalized. In 
our case, it concerns rather a monitoring of the process of the “invention of 

3 Of these, see esp. Zíbrt 2006; Hlubuček 1953; Vančík 1969
4 On the concept of customary traditions, see Frolec 1982; 1984.
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tradition” in a place where it is not possible to build upon any previous form 
of celebration. It should be noted that we are studying the category of modern 
festivities, originating in the intentions of the postmodern society, which in 
its eclectic approach to the values   of the past and present constructs its own 
reality. When problematising this phenomenon here, we do not fi nd its pla-
ce in the notion of tradition as a transmission from generation to generation. 
Neither is it a revival or a representation of some local tradition; on the con-
trary, it concerns the ad hoc creation of a new situation, which is the result of 
the fabric of social and cultural ties and need of individuals to fi nd or anchor 
their experience to their identity within the framework of the wider commu-
nity. Nevertheless, how it works, or what use it will fi nd in the cultural and 
collective memory, is a question that challenges us to look further. In other 
words, we ask how it connects some idea of historical experience and know-
ledge with the current needs of creation of a modern canon enabling simul-
taneous interpersonal and social communication.5

The negotiation process on the form of contemporary masopust at vari-
ous studied places is generated from a multitude of recorded interviews 
and through observation. It could be summarized in advance that the key 
points of negotiations on the form of the festivities are mainly the following 
questions: 

● Where will the procession go, where does it start and fi nish, and what 
has been the relationship to the place where it is held, 

● How to involve the public – both adults and children (the emphasis is 
on families with children) – active participation in the production of masks 
and their wearing during the festivities, 

● How to encourage interactivity through music and dance – what kind 
of repertoire to choose, when and where, 

● Traditional masopust gastronomy conveying historical ties. 

Parades, masks, music, dance, and food and drink are indisputably inhe-
rent elements of the festivities in all periods; what we are interested in, how-
ever, is to fi nd how – with what intentions – today in the proper socio-cultu-
ral context are these manifestations manipulated when constructing cultural 
templates of the celebration called masopust.

The city as a stage, or where processions go6

An important point of departure of our current research is the fact that it is an 
urban festival. The city space and its concepts from the viewpoint of the the-
ory of urbanism offers many approaches and ideas. The sociologist Zygmunt 

5 On this concept, see Buckland 1995; 2001.
6 On the problematization of processions in ethnographic literature, see e.g. Jakubíková 1994.
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Bauman labels urbanized locations as places with a high level of human rela-
tions laced with fear, born of a sense of insecurity, that searches for outlets 
and objects upon which it can lay blame (scapegoats) – although this state has 
not been forever symptomatic of these places (Bauman 2008: 71). An impor-
tant framework for exploration therefore will be the distinction because pri-
vate and public space, whereas public space is perceived primarily as a phys-
ical and social phenomenon. According to sociologist William Whyte (2001), 
public space is a place where people can share their personal lives, share with 
others, and live as part of a greater whole – the municipality. Richard Sennett 
(1977) further characterizes public space as a place for the formation of a soci-
ety based on encounters with diversity. The public sphere here acts as an anti-
thesis to the private sphere – therefore the polarity, which makes a city a city, 
is linked to concepts of democracy and its formation. This idea was brought to 
life by the German sociologist and philosopher Jürgen Habermas (1989), who 
in this context characterized public space as a place above all where one can 
confront others with their differences, or, conversely, foment the search for 
commonalities. He conceives of public space especially in connection with the 
development of democracy and the need for debate on public matters.

The factor necessary to keep in mind today is the uncommonness of pub-
lic space in modern development and in the nature of modern life, based on 
the physical and mental mobility of humankind. It stems from the fact that we 
live at the same time in several places; we are continually drawn into the vir-
tual world beyond physical space and are creating for ourselves an unstable, 
volatile relationship to place. While previously people were compelled to visit 
public urban spaces, today it is a matter of choice or preference. Public space 
therefore often becomes subject to negotiations in accordance with the new 
forms of its potential exploitation and fulfi lment of sense. Thus, public spa-
ce must be seen as a place where live communication is necessary and peop-
le must participate in events in this space; this is the stage for fi nding a com-
mon language (Kratochvíl 2013).

Celebrations of masopust in given districts of Prague and its surroundings 
happen in public space and therefore logically begin with considerations as 
to which way processions will lead. As historical experience shows, parades 
and processions are an inherent part not only of the physical, but especial-
ly the social public space, and the visualization thereof. Negotiations on the 
route of masopust processions are therefore a key issue to be resolved by fes-
tival organizers, and not only due to the organized occupation of public are-
as. Sometimes even the notion of not having to offi  cially apply for this occu-
pation prevails, and the organizers try to draw up a route to take this into 
account to include other local things, and it becomes rather a communication 
space. Intentionality of these negotiations regarding the creation of the maso-
pust concept runs up against the intricacies of local constraints and possibi-
lities of the space.
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For the Roztoky masopust there exist two solutions. From the very start, 
when the celebration’s leading fi gures began to conceive it in 1993, it was con-
sidered primarily as an opportunity for processions passing individual hou-
seholds; however, from the outset it was also clear that it would be necessa-
ry to proceed in a selective manner.

I moved to Roztoky with my family at the beginning of 1990s7 and 
intended to settle here permanently. Until that time, as an actress 
I was performing in various groups, I used to the wear shoes of 
a “stray calf” until the time when I longed to put down roots. Roztoky 
caught my eye because here I felt the chance to establish deeper 
relationships, and the masopust tradition offered the possibility for 
the creative involvement of other people… I tried something similar 
already where I lived before in Benešov u Prahy. My challenge was, 
however, that I never actually got any response. Since I myself 
made a lot of effort about it, so that I started to feel truly at home 
in Roztoky, I started to think about how to create for local life here 
some common framework that would enable the active coexistence 
of local people. So the masopust processions became a way to 
know people... And to this day that’s how it works. Every year we 
select a certain part of Roztoky for several families who recently 
have moved here and intend to live here, and they are included in 
procession routes. They are prepared in advance for how things go 
and what the rules of the game are. Until now, nobody has refused; 
everyone tries to be as generous and hospitable as best they can.8

This Friday masked procession with music, dancing and refreshments before 
each selected house has a truly private character. The procession is carried 
out by a group of people who gradually formed around the theatre compa-
ny Roztoč focused on street theatre, but has since been joined by other actors 
who provide the musical accompaniment9, or who are involved in making 
the masks. It originally took place on Saturday, but once the number of parti-
cipants or rather onlookers began to expand, it became diffi  cult to preserve 
the character of a home celebration for those who at the same time lived the-
re, and it secretly shifted to Friday, and the procession directed into the com-
munity was separated from the fl amboyant Saturday costume parade taking 

7 The informant, originally a professional actress, now serves as the founder and head 
of the “Roztoč” cultural centre in Roztoky. In addition to initiating and organizing 
many cultural activities, she is involved in local communal life and civic activities. 
Organizing masopust has become one of her most elaborate activities that seek 
to promote a relationship to place both for herself and her fellow citizens.

8 Interview with Jitka Tichá on 26. 2. 2016.
9 In Saturday parade regularly participate Blabuburo – a groupe 

of musicians playing music of „african dums“.
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place in the presence of the mayor and involving the general public. The inti-
macy of private space for the Friday processions was preserved, with the num-
ber of participants clearly defi ned by who receives and who is accepted, who 
is a member of the community, and who is ritually incorporated into it.

In addition, the publicized Saturday parade, which passes through his-
torically important places of the village – from the Roztoky chateau conti-
nuing through to the fl agship commercial plaza to the Holý hilltop, which is 
situated midway between the municipalities or boroughs of Roztoky, Únětice, 
Horoměřice and Suchdol, has a different mission. Joining the masked processi-
on, led by an annually changing Queen of Masopust (a local rarity), are several 
kinds of musical accompaniment in varied random disguises, who are not only 
Roztoky locals but frequently and repeatedly also visitors from other parts of 
Prague. The route is secured by blocking the transportation. Acting as the van-
guard are the so-called ometačky (sweepers), women who in a dancing motion 
clear the path on which they lead the procession, also in a visible manner, the-
reby defi ning its scope and direction. Apart from the commencement of maso-
pust when the mayor hands over his rights to the main actors, on the podium 
in front of the Roztoky chateau, another suggestive spectacle is the parade of 
masks and their raucous introductions on the Roztoky town square in front of 
the shopping centres, which aims to attract the attention of locals doing the-
ir Saturday shopping. The normal operation of the area is completely blocked 
and everyone, at least for the moment, is preoccupied with this exquisitely sta-
ged, raucous spectacle instead of with shopping. All throughout her invocati-
on, controlling and commenting is the main actor (the founder of the local fes-
tivities), the emeritus Queen of Masopust. The procession then continues on 
to the Holý hilltop, where the masked carnival ends – with representatives of 
the previously mentioned neighbouring municipalities. There will be a comi-
cal and grotesquely conceived toothless collision of the “masopust” – someti-
mes like a dispute between queens, or as bear-baiting display or fi ght, etc., and 
then a symbolic reconciliation of everything when the procession ends.

In the evening follows a dance in nearby Únětice that offers in additi-
on traditional cuisine, music and dance activities in the local Sokol pub or 
the renowned alternative cultural venue known to Praguers as Kravín (the 
cowshed). To complement local transport there is a special “Masobus” by 
which participants can easily return to the centre of Prague even late into 
the night.

It’s such a fantastic show, interest is really great, people come from far 
and wide, and sometimes I feel that already it’s too much ... Anyway, 
we keep for Friday for ourselves – that is ours only, and we prefer it 
to Saturday, which is more for others, not so much for us already.10

10 Interview with Jitka Tichá on 26. 2. 2016.
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While the Friday procession clearly defi nes private space of the city for local 
dialogue and its joining with its newest residents, the Saturday procession 
provides a map of public space that exceeds the framework of one munici-
pality with an awareness of belonging (at least culturally) to a wider area of 
communal coexistence – Únětice, for example, has a suitable space for a social 
evening with music and dance, without which the culmination of the Roztoky 
masopust would not be the same. And conversely, without the creativity, ide-
as and initiatives of Roztok in organizing the festivities, such a large clientele 
would not go to Únětice for its gastronomy and local brewery.

Unlike the clear and steady concepts of parades and processions of the 
Roztoky masopust, for the one at Prague’s Letná, the question of routes for the 
procession remains under negotiation. The Letná masopust has been held for 
only three years, and the fi rst two were more of a coming together of a hand-
ful of people affi  liated with the manager and owner of the Scarabeus galle-
ry and café (in the street also dubbed in the past as “Letná’s Montmartre”) 
to the Prague masopust, held on the Old Town Square. It was only this year 
that it began to be conceived as a local celebration and preparations began to 
receive special attention. The event has the support of local councilors – the 
mayor in the guise of Bacchus not only gives a humorous speech to pass his 
rights into the hands of the masopust actors, but also engages in other events. 
Paramount, of course, has become the question of which way the processi-
on will proceed. Two options were considered: 1. to lead the procession from 
a gathering on Strossmayer Square outside the Church of St. Anthony after 
the Milada Horáková high street on to Letná Park, across from Scarabeus with 
a stop for treats and a short performance by jugglers and dancers, with the end 
of the procession at the National Museum of Agriculture, which also takes part 
in ensuring the festivities, especially by conferring space for refreshments and 
the subsequent cultural programme. Or 2. in case a large number of people 
do not pass along the busy main avenue but go around the Trade Fairgrounds 
Palace through Stromovka and Letná. Although eventually the fi rst option 
won out, the very next day after the festivities an intense debate began on 
what would be better still in terms of opportunities for more intensive, acti-
ve involvement of people. This year’s parade showed little organic connection 
with the normal operation of the street, and onlookers were missing, so the 
procession on the main commercial street went almost unnoticed. Traffi  c did 
not have to be diverted because the parade did not exceed the number that 
would fi t on the pavement, and although police on horseback were ensuring 
safety when crossing the road, their very presence assured appropriate pub-
licity, and the procession led by the band through a quite indifferent street, 
which was not drawn into the entertainment and had no opportunity to react 
to any stimuli. Apparently lacking was character who would be unmistakable, 
provocative, create a stir and drum up interest in the area. In the future, the-
refore, under consideration are ways to involve small business owners and 
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shops along the high street but also a second option, which also counts on the 
suggestions of the National Gallery in the Trade Fairgrounds Palace, which 
would contribute to a cultural programme, and a stop there could be concei-
ved as part of the procession with a welcome “home”. The subsequent appro-
ach through Stromovka again could offer a stop at places with an opportu-
nity for outdoor space for dancing. The question however remains whether 
this would bring the procession outside of the radius of the quarter and the-
reby lose contact with its internal pulse.

The parade of Břevnov masopust, which has been held regularly since 
1994, has had a clear objective from the start. Because it is organized by the 
Břevnov association of entrepreneurs, its path leads clearly along the main 
thoroughfare of Bělohorská Avenue and enjoys the heavy representation of 
local tradesmen. The route is not long and runs from the historically signifi -
cant house U Kaštanu past Hotel Pyramid, in front of which the procession 
ends with the announcement and awaring of the best masks, and music and 
dancing and gastronomy from ceremonial appropriate hogkillings. For many 
years at the head of the procession there has been a butcher who represents 
one of the most signifi cant family businesses to be reformed in Břevnov imme-
diately after 1989. An essential element of this procession is the character 
of orator (a “plampač”) equipped with a megaphone who throughout draws 
attention to specifi c companies and their establishments along Bělohorská 
Avenue, making witty comments. In several places, it will also stop for a small 
treat (at a bakery, a butcher’s shop), with the masked participants laying siege 
to these small shops and thus encouraging their operators to come out and 
greet the masopust. The procession is quite interactive, with many witty com-
ments addressed directly, people are constantly joining in, or look out of win-
dows. Vehicular traffi  c is redirected from the main roads in both directions, 
although trams run as usual on the tracks, and participants are constantly 
alerted by police to look out for their safety. The atmosphere here is friendly; 
many people greet each other.

The Buštěhrad masopust parade has a similar atmosphere, characteri-
zed by a procession led by musicians that stops at selected stores. The rou-
te runs across rugged villages, starting at the museum native of writer Ota 
Pavel, a native son, and ending at the oldest local pub in the village. Treats at 
the visited homes are rich, with their residents trying to outdo each other in 
presentations of traditional masopust gastronomy.

Becoming an insider is rather easy

The key prerequisite for participating in these celebrations is wearing a mask, 
which is generally perceived as an important step to show one’s affi  liation to 
the annually featured masopust community. In Roztoky, even visitors have 
the opportunity before the procession on Saturday to buy a simple mask, or 
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to rent one from the Roztoč culture association which can be returned after 
the parade in Únětice at specially furnished cars. In addition, there is a remar-
kable amount of creativity among participants, who year after year provide 
a colourful spectacle. The focus and core in Roztoky of the Saturday parade, 
however, has for many years been specifi c masked participants, who over the 
years have taken shape under the name Chudadlo, apparently from the stilts 
on which these oversized fi gures with elongated arms move. Operating the 
stilts already requires adequate skill but privilege of wearing them belongs 
to a narrower circle of direct participants associated with the Roztoč associ-
ation. Similarly, it is possible to classify the mischievous monkey who each 
year come up with new acrobatic stunts, climbing on trees and buildings, or 
nudge other participants in the parade. The Roztocky masked participants are 
already so familiar in appearance, they have become identifi ed with the pla-
ce. However, they can be found also in the Břevnov masopust, which people 
from Roztoky helped to get running and still today proceed there, for a fee, 
to help guarantee that it has the true carnival spirit. Aside from the creativity 
displayed in creating masks, some also play the traditional village masopust 
fi gures – bears and their trainers, old hags with baskets, or sprightly goats.

Great care is devoted to the mask also during the preparation of the Letná 
masopust. Its initiator and organizer, Kateřina Ebelová,11 hasn’t denied her 
artistic and theatrical education and profession of gallerist and offers a vari-
ety of opportunities to ponder the origin and signifi cance of the mask right 
at the source. In the Scarabeus gallery, for example, this year during the time 
of masopust she arranged an exhibition of masks by contemporary artists, 
which she herself commissed under the theme of masks in our lives. In the 
week before the celebration of masopust in Letná, in her gallery she organi-
zed several workshops for the public to provide material and inspiration for 
creating a mask, arising mainly from one’s own imagination.

I’ll be there ready, even if no one comes. I would like to offer 
people space to think about everything a mask can offer. 
To learn how to work with them and make the most of the 
possibilities inherent in one’s own metamorphosis in a mask. 
To discover the world under a mask; to see themselves 
through the masks that you create for yourself.12

11 The informant has a lively, a warm relationship to the place where her grandparents worked, 
and where she runs a gallery and lives with her large family. Her gallery and related to 
Museum of Coffee with a café has become a signifi cant part of local cultural life; it hosts 
events for children and their parents, systematically reshaping and extending outdoor areas 
in adjacent gardens in multifunctional spaces where families with children, actors, small 
theatre forms, street theater performers can meet, along with fi gures in local municipal 
politics. She examined question of issues with masks in her dissertation (Ebelová 2012).

12 Interview with Kateřina Ebelová on 14. 2. 2016
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The Břevnov masopust, in contrast, abandons the initiative to manufactu-
re masks for each individual, whilst trying to motivate participants to take 
this step by announcing and rewarding winners in a competition for the best 
mask. The themes are completely open, and creativity has no limits, so the 
masopust parade in this urban area, which thanks to the involvement of the 
local nursery school is focussed on child participants, results in an unusual 
number of fairytale creatures, which only contemporary children brought 
up on television stories can, with the help of their parents dream up. Here is 
assembled a special group that continually observe masks and at the end of 
the parade evaluate which are the best. Those are then announced and awar-
ded by a representative of the local municipality; in recent years, the deputy 
mayor of the city. During the parade, however, the participants are continu-
ally encouraged by the “plampače” to become more involved in masking pro-
cess; in years when participation is plentiful and varied masks are evaluated 
approvingly, however, these are in a reproachful tone. 

As a way of participation and active involvement, disguising onself with 
a mask is an important part of the Buštěhrad masopust processions. Children 
and adults of all generations take part, and their creations are here entirely 
left to the imagination of each person or interest groups.

Musical community and its own world

As the masopust procession must not only be seen but also heard, involving 
different types of musical production is one of the primary tasks of ensuring 
the conquest of public space. This is ensured by the participation of various 
types of bands that play at explicit stages of the parade, during the procession 
or at a dance. This thereby creates a specifi c circle of lay musicians who are 
repeatedly included in the carnival actions connecting and generating within 
the framework of their own musical world a distinctive repertoire. 13

The relationship between music and the place where the music is present 
has, over the course of the past two decades or so, garnered more frequent 
attention from ethnomusicologists. Researchs of course registered the bond 
between music and the specifi c locality far earlier, but only gradually coming 
into view are the possible variants of this relationship beyond a statement 
that a given song was written in a particular place. It is shown that a place 
as not only a physical but also a mental space can infl uence musical activity, 
but on the contrary, they are also infl uenced, or even formed, writes Thomas 
Solomon: “That musical performance is a practice for constructing identi-
ty is now an ethnomusicological commonplace. That it can also be a practi-
ce for constructing place may not seem so obvious at fi rst. Geographers and 
anthropologists working on the cultural construction of place have recently 

13 See Jurková 2014.
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explored how places are not simply backdrops for activity, but rather are acti-
vely made and imagined by people through social processes.” (Solomon 2006: 
311) At the masopust in Roztoky u Prahy, for example, within the framework 
of such a limited spectrum and through the construction of a musical reper-
toire it is possible to see it from a variety of perspectives. We are interested 
mainly in this Friday, closed part. The main question is how repertoire (i.e. 
what is played) combined with performance (i.e. how is it played) creates 
a new unit from seemingly disparate elements.

Musical accompaniment of the Roztoky masopust processions are not the 
same each year, and their appearance is likewise always changing. The fol-
lowing text is based primarily on research conducted in January 2016, and on 
interviews with actors and materials provided to me. To illustrate the research 
situation, it is necessary to add that this concerned participant observation. 
Participants in the processions agreed with the researcher’s presence only on 
the condition that, as a musician, a clarinetist with experience of folk music, 
he would also play during the procession. This perspective, of course, infl u-
enced the information gathered during the observation, because it enabled 
contact during the tour mainly with musicians and it was not, for example, 
possible to assess that well how the dancers perceived the music, and other 
people moving farther away from the musicians. On the other hand, it was 
possible to closely observe the communication between musicians. The fol-
lowing sections offer a concise description of the events taking place on Friday, 
from about four o’clock in the afternoon until midnight.

The band comprised a violin, two violas, a contra bass, clarinet, fl ute, 
accordion and drums. The violinist, violists and fl utist have experience from 
playing in a folklore group. The drummer, one violist, fl utist, bassist and accor-
dionist are locals, whilst others live elsewhere in Prague. Among the musici-
ans was also one masked participant with a trumpet, which, in her own words, 
she learned how to play just a few months. Her performance is also quite sim-
ple, and after some time ends. As part of the procession of masks, the musi-
cians also before the start don masks and dress in costumes. In comparison 
with other masked participants in the procession, the musicians were only 
partially disguised so as not to hinder their playing.

The band (with no drummer, and with a second accordionist who during 
the last procession in the end didn’t play) a week prior to the procession toge-
ther practised a core repertoire. An important tool was a songbook containing 
the core repertoire for both components of the tour: caroling at homes and in 
the transitions between them. The songbook originated many years before the 
current musicians began to engage in the procession. According to the musi-
cians, the compilation of the songbook began about a decade ago, drawing on 
various sources. The participants had this songbook, containing twenty songs, 
in printed form; however, it was clearly not intended for public disseminati-
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on.14 The songbook includes various kinds of songs from different regions of 
Bohemia, Moravia and Slovakia. In addition to folk songs without a known 
author, we fi nd the song Podzim (Autumn) by Petr Skoumal with lyrics by 
Emanuel Frynta; with new verses added with a masopust theme. During the 
2016 procession, this song, as well as many others from the song book, was 
not performed; conversely, many songs not listed in it were.

The songs have no special arrangements; mostly, they alternate between 
sung verses and instrumental parts. The exception is the song Jsom já synek 
z Orešan (I am a son from Orešany), where the violins play a short rhythmic 
introduction as a transition before some verses, as was agreed during prac-
tice. All the musicians sing as do most of the masks. The band has no offi  cial 
leader or frontman. The decisions on what they will play, in what tempo and 
key, stem from different initiatives by individual musicians. The accordionist 
is at the same time something of a conductor or director of the procession, 
and at times he decides on his own to block the passage of a car and play in 
front of it until the entire procession passes, which some drivers accept less 
well than others. The distribution of roles among instruments corresponds 
for example to Moravian string bands, in which violins play the main voice, 
and the viola acts as a “kontry”, i.e. plays in double stops to create a harmonic 
and rhythmic accompaniment; the fl ute and clarinet play alternately the fi rst 
and second voices. The accordion at times is limited to the harmonic accom-
paniment, and at times also plays a melody.

After starting the procession, the band goes quite a while before arriving 
at the fi rst house where they should stop. The transitions between other stops 
are relatively long, and over time the pauses between songs become longer. 
Weather plays a big role, which this evening is quite chilly, which also infl u-
ences the music. Temperature of a few degrees below freezing affects the tem-
perment of instruments, which become out of tune, a complication which the 
musicians do not even attempt to resolve. Some instruments as a result are 
consequently changing from melodic-harmonic to purely rhythmic. The violist 
plays wearing thick mittens, which excludes the possibility of precise play on 
the fi ngerboard, and the case of the contrabass player was similar. Inside the 
clarinet, after about two hours, a layer of ice begins to form and the instrument 
simply refuses to hit the notes. During the procession, the musicians someti-
mes proceed in a single group, whilst at other times they disperse quite far 
from one another, during which time they continue to play. The beat of the 
drum acts as an audible bond from afar, and helps to synchronize the other 
instruments. The exception is a few songs with variable beats, during which 
the drummer ceases to orientate himself and the rhythm disintegrates.

When playing in front of houses the band is situated near the Queen of 
Masopust, so that the accompaniment to the core procession songs is properly 

14 At the time of the research, the organizers were considering a publication intended for the public.
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heard. They play outdoors with the exception of at penultimate home, when 
the entire procession is invited inside to warm themselves. In the living room, 
they then play and dance for about thirty minutes. Apart from the aforemen-
tioned blocking of cars, they come into more intensive contact with the public 
whilst heading to the fi nal household. All participants in the procession along 
with the band pack themselves into a local city bus with its somewhat startled 
but otherwise friendly driver. The atmosphere in the crowded vehicle inspires 
all to more intense playing and singing. At the fi nal household, the mode of the 
music changes. At this point, the closing ceremony of the procession takes pla-
ce, which takes the form of freewheeling music and dancing. Another violinist 
and a cymbalist playing on a small portable cimbalom join the band.

The masopust festival, in all of its forms, includes food and drink – espe-
cially alcohol. So it is with the Roztoky procession, where apart from refres-
hments prepared for individual stops along the way, musicians carry a small 
bottle of slivovice (plum brandy), which circulates among them. Nevertheles 
the infl uence on the the musicians of consuming alcohol throughout the entire 
evening does not become too apparent. 

The songs which the musicians have chosen for the masopust processi-
on come from various localities in the Czech Republic. What strategy can we 
fi nd behind their choices? And how can we understand this hybrid repertoire 
within the context of the coming into being of a “new tradition”?

Music plays several roles during masopust processions: it serves as an 
accompaniment to dancing and for transitions between individual hou-
seholds creates an audible space framing the procession and separating it 
symbolically from the surrounding area. The repertoire is divided into two 
groups. The fi rst part is closely coordinated with the dancing, delivery of spe-
eches and other activities that take place at various stops. Also in this part 
it is possible to observe some fl exibility and variability, but the basic com-
ponents are always present. The second part of the repertoire covers tran-
sitions of groups of carollers between the individual houses. Given that the 
carollers were invited by only a few families as regards Roztoky, these stops 
comprised a substantial part of the evening, during which they did not dan-
ce and so the selection of songs was solely up to the musicians.

The fi rst group includes songs associated with specifi c dance manifesta-
tions: the melody of the song Šla Židovka do Slanýho (A Jewess Went to Slaný) 
which accompanies dancing in the street, we fi nd in the so-called Rittersberg 
collection of Czech folk songs published in 1825 (Markl 1987: 247), which spe-
cifi es its occurrence in Pilsen and Chrudim. The song Za ten len, za ten len, za 
ty konopičky, for example, is in a collection of folk songs from Havlíčkův Brod 
(Thořová 2009: 183). Its structure is different form other songs when the sung 
melody alternates with all participants jumping. Before the jumps, the music 
creates an amplifi ed acoustic prepare gradually tremolo on one chord, fol-
lowed by a jump and repetiton of the melody. These two songs are the most 
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stable core repertoire and are fi rmly in place. Other activities taking place at 
various stops, especially dances with guests, are less fi xed and are accompa-
nied by different melodies.

During the transitions, the musicians chose songs from a relatively wide 
range, but some songs were repeated more often than others. Among these 
songs are Poslechněte lidé málo, co se v české zemi stalo (Plicka – Volf 1960), 
Zadělala na buchty (Markl 1987: 342), Pane bratříčku, dobrej den (Erben 1862), 
Já si tě má milá nevezmu (Erben 1862: 551), Když jsem já šel po mezi (Holas 1909: 
126), and Jsom já synek z Orešan (Sušil 1859: 544). It is diffi  cult to fi nd much 
of a connection between the songs as regards both the music and lyrics. In 
some cases, they have a connection to masopust, whlist in others, they are just 
humorous or drinking songs. The lyrics of the central Šla Židovka do Slanýho 
have nothing to do with masopust, but can be understood as a reference to 
the mask of a Jew, which is oftern part of the masopust procession. 

The same can be said of the theme of the song Byli jednou tři Židi (Thořová 
– Traxler – Vejvoda 2011: 228). At other times a selection of songs driven by eff-
orts to emphasize the character of masopust as a time when normal rules do 
not apply and the social order gives way to chaos, as characterized by Michail 
Bachtin (2007). The text is therefore ripe with nonsensical humor, drunken-
ness and gluttony. Especially popular during the procession is a ditty which 
musicians sing in a theatrically exaggerated “drunken expression” with an 
accordingly irregular rhythm:

(see also Thořová – Traxler – Vejvoda 2011: 223)

Whilst it is possible to trace where the songs were collected, it is not possible to 
clearly identify how they became part of the masopust repertoire. Many of them 
the musicians probably knew from their time in folk music groups. Others appa-
rently came from a targeted search through published collections. But of course 
the question of the origin is not considered important by the musicians. This was 
confi rmed also during the aforementioned preliminary practice sessions, when 
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each musician from the memory pitched melodies that could possibly expand 
the repertoire. Nobody cared about the origin of the song at that moment.

Tradition versus fusion

In the realm of traditionally perceived European folk songs culture, songs are 
always perceived as formations closely linked to their place of its origin. The 
identifi cation of songs as units native to concrete locations featured in the 
19th and 20th centuries an important part of collecting, researching and pub-
lishing activities. At the same time, collectors very early on began taking into 
account the fact that such tying to a specifi c site is however limited, and songs 
can conversely be regarded as “the most tireless tourists on earth” (Tappert 
1890: 5). Regional purity is therefore to a certain extent illusory, because the 
repertoire and style of individual areas has always been in fl ux, and regi-
ons infl uence each other. Nonetheless, it concerns quality, which within the 
folklore movement has always been frequently underscored. When looking 
at existing collections of folk songs from the Czech Republic, it is clear that 
various regions have enjoyed greater attention from collectors and therefo-
re a larger repertoire is often associated with them than with others. Some 
areas have remained almost untouched by collectors.

Roztoky u Prahy is one such virtually untouched locality.15 In the search 
of a repertoire for the emerging local festivities, their actors therefore deci-
ded to go the way of hybridization, linked unrelated material together into 
a new whole. The unifying element has – besides some of the themes menti-
oned above – become the style of play. Hybridization can take various forms, 
including the deliberate linking of distinctly different musical positions and 
styles, as can be heard in the case of groups combining folk music with rock 
and electronic instrumentation. Within the public parade through the city the 
following day is connected a musical production involving several bodies, at 
fi rst encounter, one also hears a distinct style and the hybridity is undersco-
red as an important quality.16 During the Friday processions it is of course the 
musical variety on the fi rst hearing, morphed into a homogeneous form.

Most of the musicians who took part in this procession have signifi cant 
experience in a folk group and fi nd themselves in a somewhat contradictory 
situation. The ensemble in which they play focusses on one region of southern 
Moravia and, like a number of similar bodies, stresses a certain regional purity. 

15 This also applies generally to folk songs from Prague and its surroundings, where only in 
recent years have the gaps been fi lled, thanks to the gradual publishing of collections of 
František Homolka from the early 20th century (Thořová – Traxler – Vejvoda 2011; 2013). 
Previously released volumes contain more than one song each from Únětice and Šárka, 
a site adjacent to Roztoky; however, neither song is in the Roztoky masopust repertoire.

16 The Saturday processions include a percussion ensemble playing Latin 
rhythms, brass bands and even a solo violinist; for the evening entertainment 
in 2016 bigband played as did a group performing Jewish music.
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This is refl ected in the selection of songs and the way they are performed. 
Emphasis on a local or regional identity of music can be understood as an eff-
ort to combat cultural homogenization. This concern is nothing new, nor is it 
limited to the Czech and Moravian folk movement (see e.g. Nettl 1983: 345). At 
the same time, however, it threatens to transform traditional music into the 
museum setting, and also conceals the fact that no rigorously fi xed form tru-
ly exists, and thus creates a false image (Kratochvil 2013). A certain degree of 
unifi cation is sustainable when seen in historical sources, and on specifi c oc-
casions, such as with annual customs, a certain degree of limitation in choice 
has always been evident. An example could be the recently examined maso-
pust procession in Dobrkovská Lhotka (Kratochvíl – Tyllner 2007) which lasts 
all day, and the accompaniment consists of an accordion, trumpet and bass 
fl ugelhorn, which consistently turn out only three songs.

Authenticity, in traditional music, is mostly understood among other things 
as respect for the original locality repertoire and the approach of the musi-
cians from Roztoky is in apparent contradiction to this notion. Here it is of 
course necessary to recognize that different understandings of authenticity 
exist. In the masopust of Roztoky, we fi nd a different situation than did collec-
tors in the 19th century such as Erben or Sušil, who still could perceive songs 
as fi rmly tied to a locality when writing. More than a hundred years later, 
thanks to the development of technology, the movement of populations from 
rural to urban areas and other factors, the confi nement of songs to the sites 
where they were recorded is markedly weaker. The very notion of authen-
ticity in music also was often problematized and redefi ned (see e.g. Connel 
– Gibson, 2003: 19–45). Ties between music, places and communities of peo-
ple are always being re-defi ned through concrete performance. Instead, in 
this case, ties have become not only physical (because not all participants live 
in Roztoky) but also a symbolic or mental. Music therefore becomes a force 
that adds another dimension to a place defi ned physically or geographically. 
As in Roztoky, the musical accompaniment is organized by local musicians 
–also part of the experience of from ensemble movements – for example, in 
Buštěhrad, another locality not overly captured in collections of folk songs. In 
contrast, for example, the Žižkov masopust uses professional musicians with 
no concrete connection to the place.

Space for dance

Negotiations on the form of dance are also key in the creation of similar cele-
brations of masopust in all the areas mentioned. In every cases concerned, the 
climax of the masopust celebration is considered to be the shared amusement 
through music, dancing and a tombola, a moment, therefore, bringing people 
a bit closer to one another. Even here, however, this process does not proceed 
in the same way. The basic question is what to dance. The Břevnov masopust 
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organizers wriggled out of this question rather well. Already for many years, 
as part of the event, procession participants are invited to the Hotel Pyramid, 
where there is a masked ball. The theme of masks (e.g. music, food, from fai-
ry tale to fi lm) as a sort of dress code varies each year. It is already next to 
impossible to arrive at this soiree in civilian clothes, or without at least wea-
ring a mask. Without such a disguise one soon begins to feel out of place, and 
markedly, like someone who does not belong here. It seems that amongst the-
mselves, participants often know each other as members of local trade asso-
ciations, though any new face embellished mask is accepted as a matter of 
course. A hired band plays at the dance which is adept at playing a varied 
repertoire of swing, foxtrot, blues, polka or waltz tunes, including favourite 
disco hits. The dances with some urgency is attended by most of the partici-
pants without respect to age – even if the foxtrot and polka are not for every-
one, here it matters not: anything goes in a mask. And so the dance fl oor fi lls 
up for spontaneous creations of whatever kind of music, as well as for the 
carefully choreographed spinning of the noble waltz.

Entertainment in the Únětice pub (Sokol) takes on a similar character after 
the Roztoky masopust procession. Here the “rocky” actors meet in so-called 
Dolnopovltavský kroj (regional folk costume), which they design and make 
themselves using their female part, with anyone who feels like staying here 
after fi nishing the parade even in touristic clothing. The dance fl oor is always 
full. The experienced dance band settles on stage to play an endless repertoire 
of dance tunes. Gliding around on the fl oor in a tango rythmn is a couple of 
refi ned fi gures from the Prague Milonga; beside them, sporting a backpack 
and a with glass of beer in hand, is a lonely young man; a bit farther away is 
group of gleeful girls showing off improvised creations of an undetermined 
theme, many are swaying on a spot tuned away from the place from where 
the music emanates, drinking and feeling just as free as if at a rock concert. 
The dance here for everyone means that they dance as they know how to, and 
so can contribute to the atmosphere of the dance fl oor.

The situation is however different for the Friday processions in Roztoky. 
Here, dance has a different mission than just to foster a feeling of belonging 
and sharing in a relaxed atmosphere. It is important here to bring into com-
munal events those “unknown” who have moved here. Dancing together here 
becomes a shared value, which must be defi ned and set off from the common 
vocabulary, and from it a ritual language created that those who should unders-
tand it learn. Towards this is compiled a specifi c repertoire of of purely maso-
pust songs and dances, engaged only in this context. They were sought in the 
collections of folk songs and dances and implemented with the specifi c intent 
of involving the target group of actors consisting of participants in the proces-
sion and new residents. In from of each visited home danced a Jewish woman 
– a very simple set of dances with the gradual involvement of couples into 
a common dance. Performing these individual simple steps requires no special 
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knowledge of dance, it’s just important for the couple to understand when they 
should bow whilst facing each other and when back to back. This simple form 
allows for a rapid connection to the dance for all involved. Later, they play more 
challenging pieces – such as the dance with changing meter – the bear (Já si 
tě, má milá, nevezmu, že ty jsi podobná medvědu  – “You, my dear, I will never 
marry, for you resemble a bear”). None of the participants know that the dan-
ce alternates two and three measures, but even so still dance in as a pair with 
carollers who in an improbable manner take to the dance. Nobody is unwil-
ling, dancing with masks means that it is all for fun and not about the dance. 
The collective dance of the procession participants with the “housholders” ends 
with a so-called jumping into the fl ax (Za ten len, za ten len, za ty konopičky – 
“For this fl ax, for this fl ax, for the linnen”), all at the right moment along with 
the lyrics, together they all jump high, and the dancing at that moment min-
gles with the voice of the Queen of Masopust, who on behalf of them all wis-
hes the homeowners lots of love, children and happiness in their new home. 
Originally a folk dance with elements of prosperity magic (however high they 
jump whilst dancing, that’s how high the fl ax will grow) can even today be an 
expression of wishes for success and abundance. They repeat this ceremony of 
“welcoming the new citizens” before each selected household.

I chose the dances based not only on how they were connected 
to masopust as such, but that at the same time they were simple 
so people could jump in quickly. This taking part in the dances 
is like a welcome among us. There are still still few dances, 
however. People don’t know what to dance, that’s why I decided to 
hold on a regular basis dance classes in the Roztoky courtyards 
– always somewhere else, in a private space, depending on 
who will be willing that afternoon to hold the event in their 
courtyard. We will invite lecturers here who will teach the folk 
dances from different regions, so that people are better prepated 
and able to dance a much wider repertoire than before.17

In Buštěhrad they offer something rather different, with dances held in an 
interesting and stylishly designed wine cellar.  It promises to be an exceptional 
experience, judging by posters promoting dulcimer band called Buštěhradišťan 
of Ota Pavlica – a verbal pun composed from the name of the municipality 
and the name of a well known proffessional music band Hradišťan led by Jiří 
Pavlica melted with the name of the writer Ota Pavel, native of Buštěhrad.  
The repertoire of Moravian folk songs and dances stirs the blood in our veins, 
but the dance fl oor remains empty. Only later did one couple attempt their 

17 Interview with Jitka Tichá on 26. 2. 2016. That same year, in the spring, the fi rst 
Roztoky courtyard session teaching Moravian dances was held, accompanied by 
dulcimer music compiled ad hoc by members of various folk music ensembles.
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own version of the csárdás, which soon gets out of hand (or foot), and the 
weary pair head back to their table. The relaxed mood is lifted at last by the 
announcement of an imaginative tombola with recycled prizes, which amu-
ses the staff. After that, the fun started to revolve more around individual 
tables and their consumption. People here know each other quite well, how-
ever, so the convergence of dance is not so needed. The fun, however, rather 
soon comes to an end and they slowly part ways.

And who are you? – a lady at the next table asked me. Will you 
write about us in the newpaper? – she continued, looking at my 
photographic equipment. Not at all, I reassured her, so that she didn’t 
think that I’m some paparazzi who trails the tabloid press, I’m just 
ethnologist and masopust interests me... Ah, she continued, clearly 
delighted with my interest, so you could help us by contributing 
photos to our newspaper. You know, this year, our photographer 
didn’t show up, and we want to record our masopust every year. 
Pictures of dancing we generally are missing - and yet people here 
are having so much fun. We have tried a variety of cultural activities 
so that we feel like among are close ones, so people will want to 
come back and will feel at home here. We’ve been having a masopust 
since 2005 and there’s always something that can be improved...18

The big nut to crack is how to use the possibilities of dances to actively involve 
people in the festivities, which became an issue for the organizers of the Letná 
masopust. Its spectacular nature has ensured dances at the dance department 
of the local Elementary School of the Arts. In front of the church on the square, 
children performed a stylized form of masopust fi gure marching to the music 
of Hradišťan at the closing of festivities and then at the National Museum of 
Agriculture a so-called Balfolk dance class was held. Accompanied by Balkan 
folk music, and there was a spontaneous tuition in the the readily defi ned dan-
ce style with the aim of involving participants. Word of this item on the agen-
da, however, came at the late hour, and only a handful of people took part. 
The organizers were therefore scratching their heads about how to resolve the 
issue of dances and how to get space and time for them in the coming years. 
Dance is seen as an important means of interaction, without which masopust 
would not be as it should. It’s just about what dance will bring people closer, 
how people even get to the dance, in which part of the festivities it will be most 
suitable, and so what space will be provide an appropriate environment. Some 
local halls with suffi  cient capacity often do not attract those interested in dan-
ce to visit and, conversely, where local like to go there is not enough space for 
dancing. Under consideration also is to create the position of an “animator”, 

18 Field notes from 15. 2. 2016.
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who also during the parade would show an natural, unforced way to induce 
an atmosphere for dancing, and to quickly teach them the moves.

The last two examples demonstate a lack of dancing skills on the basis of 
which it is possible to utilize the performative elements of dance, which help 
to develop intensive local spaces for communication. It then happens on the 
level of symbolic communication, which is transmitted to people to share com-
mon emotions. Organizers of local festivities are aware of these options for 
dances and therefore are looking for a way to resolve the situation in a world 
of fragmented interests and different cultural experiences.

Between cultural memory, imagination and 
collective identity of imagined community

What unites all these given cases of masopust celebrations is the fact that they 
represent a search for the expression of a contemporary need for a socialable 
coexistence. This occurs when it involve the use of elements of rural forms of 
masopust from premodern times to construct a cultural template for modern 
festivities. Selected, however, are not only those elements which resonate with 
conception of values, ideas, creativity, fantasy or political and civic attitudes, 
which can be collectively shared. In accordance with such imagination go hand 
in hand efforts to create a kind of common canonized form of mutual exis-
tence, which could be regularly repeated and fulfi ll other areas. This brings 
up the question of why now masopust. A signifi cant moment is its historical-
ly indisputable inclusion in time, even though the date of the celebration is 
today often set in different locations according to local needs (e.g. due to spring 
holidays) and displaced from up to two or three weeks and Ash Wednesday 
need not always be the defi nitive ending of masopust. But that does not chan-
ge the fact that the celebration of masopust is mostly associated with the peri-
od around the original end; in the annual cycle, it has a solid footing and has 
become one of the few immutable certainties. A weighty reason for the contem-
porary celebration of masopust here certainly can be without question a sort 
of historical experience with its conceptualisation, which allows the mani-
pulation of meanings in the spirit of common intentions. Signifi cant factors 
can be that the process of representation of the village masopust in an urban 
environment can proceed in a great variety of ways and at different levels of 
cultural memory, which here easily become a collective – some fi rst encoun-
tered masopust long ago in the countryside at his grandmother’s home, some 
experienced it in the neighboring district, saw it on television or read about it 
somewhere, etc. Collective memory, according to Maurice Halbwachs (1992: 
54), forms a conscious relationship to the past; memory takes shape from the 
images of absent things. The brain updates these things in the form of images 
and adapts them to specifi c situations. Memory, however, is at the same time 
socially conditioned, and in the process of reminiscing enters only that which 
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is related to the present. The repetition of memories creates a tradition which 
Halbwachs defi ned as a reconstruction of memories in a defi nite convention. 
Jan Assmann (2001: 36-38) adds that the collective memory governs behavi-
or and the recollection in the framework of interactions within society and to 
some extent simplifi es these processes by presenting collectively shared exam-
ples. Essential is that collective memory only works with the narrow selecti-
on of historical facts, adapting its images, and is used for various purposes. 
In cultural memory, the past is moulded into symbolic fi gures which are pre-
sent in the ceremonies that have a festive character, whereby these fi gures of 
memories found a group identity. For collective memory, social environment 
is important – a person here identifi es with the events, personalities, etc., but 
their duration is limited to the duration of this group.19

Finally, it also offers a refl ection on which elements of contemporary Prague 
masopust constitute and which are lacking when compared to its historical 
forms. A surprising fi nding is at fi rst sight the obvious absence of confl ict, legi-
timized violence and satire. It invites comparison with the current research of 
Basel Fasnacht, which is the largest carnival in Switzerland and at the same 
time a “fountain of creativity, satire and freedom” (Cieslarová 2011: 13). Built 
upon a historically documented local tradition, it is also a phenomenon of con-
temporary society balancing creatively through artistic representation with 
current local and general hot topic, which are with impunity, fully and exagge-
ratedly displayed and expressed (Meier – Christ 1968). It is a manifestation of 
a mature democratic society with a strong sense of collective identity that is 
informed about what is going on around them and reacts in an enlightenbed 
manner with direct force, which lends the freedom of masks and the liminali-
ty of carnival days. Satire and pamphlets are carefully prepared long in advan-
ce and ignore nothing of note. This holiday has functioned as an instrument 
for social dialogue, perhaps since the its very inception. In contrast, the predo-
minant characteristic of the Prague masopust festival is an effort to reach con-
sensus, and the space for liminality is used rather as an alternative to thought. 
The possibility of the presence of confl ict and the so-called rituals of violence 
(Creed 2004: 56–70) perhaps incited fears of these becoming a reality (Le Roy 
Ladurie 2001). Only rather gingerly this year for the fi rst time appeared in the 
Břevnov parade banners with a sigh: “Many fools, few clowns.” It is therefore 
possible that gradually also satirical aspects are taking hold and a way will be 
found to manipulate and use them as a language of public space.

Although this “construction of tradition” largely corresponds to the con-
cept of “invented tradition” (Hobsbawm – Ranger 1983), the question arises as 
to wheter it really will become a tradition. A basic attribute of tradition, name-
ly a transmission from generation to generation, requires always several gene-
rations with a strong bond to the place in order to guarantee the continuity of 

19 See also Šubrt – Pfeiferová 2010.
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transmission. Although in contemporary festivities children are consistently 
involved and it is sometimes possible to get the impression that it is held especi-
ally for them and their parents, it is impossible in today’s mobile world to expect 
that they will remain in the environment once they come of age. In constructing 
a cultural template, however, there is a possibility for its regular annual repeti-
tion in a given time, and such repetitiveness creates consciousness of the ritual, 
which always starts again to feel like a sort of a collective identity. This construct 
also becomes the intellectual property or kind of symbolic capital (Bourdieux 
1993) of the thereby defi ned community, with which at its regular renewal par-
ticipates in and identifi es. The community that arose from it at the same time is 
imaginary because it arises and exists mainly in the minds of people, whilst its 
consistency with the place is often uncertain and changeable (Anderson 1991; 
Boyes 1993). This process can therefore be rather characterized as inventing and 
shaping the community, which can exist only as long and often as its current 
actors make an effort, and for which it becomes an alternative way to achieve 
a sense of collective identity in the boundless space urbanized areas.

September 2016
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